Abstract. The computational complexity of the group testing problem is investigated under the minimax measure and the decision tree model. We consider the generalizations of the group testing problem in which partial information about the decision tree of the problem is given. Using this approach, we demonstrate the NP-hardness of several decision problems related to various models of the group testing problem. For example, we show that, for several models of group testing, the problem of recognizing a set of queries that uniquely determines each object is co-NP-complete.
1. Introduction. Many combinatorial search problems involve the minimization of the heights of decision trees. Such problems can often be described as two-person query games, where one player A selects an object x from a finite domain D and assumes the role of an oracle while the other player B tries to identify the object x by making queries to A about the object. Consider, as an example, the problem of group testing [3] , [7] , 14], [23] [24] [25] [26] , [29] . The domain of the problem is the set On,a of all subsets of { 1, n} that have size d. The player B tries to identify a set S ,_9n,d by making queries about S. Each query is a subset T _ _ _ { 1, n } and its answer, provided by A, is either "YES"
if the intersection S fq T is nonempty, or "NO" otherwise. As another example, we may consider the problem of sorting by decision tree as a two-person query game 16] , in which a domain consists of all permutations over { 1, n} and, to identify a permutation a, queries of the form "a(i) < a(j)?" may be asked. An algorithm for such a search problem is essentially a general procedure to produce, for each domain, a decision tree of which each path uniquely determines an object in the domain. An optimal algorithm is one which produces, for each domain, a decision tree of the minimum height. For example, for the problem of group testing, a decision tree may be described as follows: Each node of the tree is a subset T _ {1, n}, and has two children, identified by answers YES and NO to the query T. Each path of the tree consists of a sequence of queries (T,..., Tm) with their answers (al,'", am) such that there is exactly one S On,a having the property that S CI Ti is nonempty if and only if ai YES for 1, m.
Except for a very few simple search problems, the problem of finding an optimal algorithm for a shortest decision tree problem appears to be intractable. For example, in spite of extensive studies, the optimal algorithms for sorting and group testing problems remain as open questions (cf. [20] ). For the group testing problems, people have conjectured that they are indeed intractable 12]; however, no formal proofs for these conjectures have been found.
In the study of computational complexity of combinatorial optimization problems, a search problem is usually formulated as a decision problem so that the lower bound results are easier to be developed (often through the reductions from known NP-or PSPACE-complete problems). For the shortest decision tree problem, the associated decision problem may be formulated as follows:
Given a domain D and an integer k, determine whether there is a decision tree of height _-< k of which each path uniquely determines an object in D.
It is not hard to see that the above problem is often solvable in polynomial space. (For given D and k, we may guess nondeterministically a decision tree of height k and verify that for each of its path, there is only one object consistent with the queries and answers of this path. Note that at any step of the computation, this algorithm needs only O(k) space to store one path of the decision tree, although the complete tree contains about 2 k many nodes.) On the other hand, the domain of the problem often has a very simple form so that it is difficult to obtain a reduction from other (PSPACE-)complete problems to it since such a reduction would usually require rich structures in the problem in question (cf. [5] , [8] ). Indeed, it follows from the research in abstract complexity theory that if the input to a problem may be defined by two integers (here, n and d), then the problem cannot be PSPACE-complete unless P PSPACE [6] . So, in order to obtain any completeness results on the shortest decision tree problems, we must reformulate the problems to add more complex structures to the problem instances. A general approach to this is to treat the problem as a special case of a more general problem whose problem instances take more general forms. For instance, Even and Tarjan [5] have extended the game Hex to general graphs and showed that the generalized Hex game, or the Shannon switching game on vertices, is PSPACE-complete, while the complexity of the more common version of Hex remained open. In this paper, we follow this approach to the group testing problem and demonstrate several completeness results on the generalized group testing problem.
We first introduce some terminologies about two-person query games. A query history is a set of queries together with their answers. The solution space associated with a query history H is the set of all objects in the domain which are consistent with the query history H. In other words, let ANSx(y) denote the answer given by player A to the query y when x is the object to be identified. Then, the solution space associated with a query history H {(Yl, al), (Ym, am)}, where yi's are queries and ai's are corresponding answers, is the set {x e domainlANSx(y) a for 1, m). The initial solution space is simply the given domain. A shortest decision tree problem may thus be rephrased as the problem ofusing the minimum number ofqueries to reduce the solution space from the given domain to a singleton space.
We note that while the initial solution spaces often have simple structures, the solution spaces associated with arbitrary query histories may have complex structures.
For example, it was pointed out in 18] that many researchers have conjectured that, for the sorting problem, the problem of determining the size of the solution space associated with a query history is #P-complete. The first two problems considered in this paper are concerned with the structure of the general solution spaces associated with given query histories. The first asks whether a given query history is consistent (or, whether the player A has been cheating), and the second asks what the size of the solution space associated with a given query history is.
CONSISTENCY PROBLEM. Given a domain D and a query history H, determine whether the query history H is consistent; i.e. whether the solution space associated with H is nonempty.
COUNTING PROBLEM. Given a domain D and a query history H, determine the size of the solution space associated with H.
Our third problem is concerned with the nonadaptive query games. In a nonadaptive query game, the player B must present a set of queries before he/she gets any answer from the player A 15]. Again, the goal here is to find a smallest set of queries which uniquely determines each object in the domain. The following problem asks a simpler recognition question of such a determinant set of queries.
DETERMINACY PROBLEM. Given a domain D and a set Q of queries, determine whether each set of answers to the queries in Q uniquely determines an object in the domain.
We will study the We remark that Models A and A' are the original group testing problems [3] , [7] , [14] , [23] [24] [25] [26] , [29] ; Models Ak and A,, with k > 1, have been considered in [2] , [9] , [11] , [13] , [21] , [27] ; Models B and B' have been considered in [10] ; and Models C and C' are a classical combinatorial search problem [1] , [4] , [19] .
The main results of this paper may be summarized as follows. It is interesting to observe the similarity between the group testing problem and the satisfiability problem (SAT) [8] , where each query of the group testing problem may be regarded as a clause of variables for SAT. Therefore, our main tools for proving Theorems 1, 2 and 3 are variations of the satisfiability problem. For the proof of Theorem 1, we will use the following NP-complete problems.
VERTEX-COVER. Given a graph G (V, E) and an integer k =< Iv I, determine whether there is a set V' _ V of size k such that each edge e E is incident on some t V'.
ONE-IN-THREE-SAT. Given a set U of variables and a set of clauses, with each C containing exactly three variables from U, determine whether there is a truth assignment on U such that each clause C in contains exactly one TRUE variable.
NOT-ALL-EQUaL-SAT. Given U and as in One-in-three-SAT, determine whether there is a truth assignment on U such that each clause C in contains at least one TRUE variable and at least one FALSE variable.
Remark. The original versions ofOne-in-three-SAT and Not-all-equal-SAT, as stated in [8] , allow a clause C in to contain both negated and nonnegated literals. The NP-completeness of our versions stated above can easily be proved from Schaefer's proof of the NP-completeness of the Generalized-SAT problem [22] . Now we apply these NP-complete problems to prove Theorem MODEL B. We show that Not-all-equal-SAT is polynomial-time reducible to Consistency-B. The reduction is similar to the reduction from One-in-three-SAT to Consistency-A2.
Let an instance (U, ) of Not-all-equal-SAT be given, where U {Xl, Similarly to the reduction from One-in-three-SAT to Consistency-A2, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the set of truth assignments on U and the set On. Furthermore MODEL C. The reduction from One-in-three-SAT to Consistency-A2 is actually also a reduction from One-in-three-SAT to Consistency-C, because the output instances from the reduction always have aj < 2. MODEL C'. We show that Consistency-C is polynomial-time reducible to Consistency-C'.
Let an instance (n, H {(T, a)lj 1, m}) of Consistency-C be given. Define an instance (n', d', H' {(T), a'j.)lj 1, m}) of Consistency-C' as follows: n"= 2n; d ''= n; m"= n + m; for j 1, m, let T Tj. and aj aj, and forj=m+ 1, ,m+n, let Ti'={j-m,n+j-m} andaj 1.
If S e 9n is consistent with H, define S' S U {k + nil -< k =< n, k g S }. Then It is easy to see that for any model X, the problem Counting-X is in #P because the problem Consistency-X is in NP. (For the definitions of the class #P and #P-completeness, see [8] and [28] .) In this section, we show that the counting problems for all models are #P-complete. We remark that this type of #P-completeness results has been conjectured for the sorting problem 18] and has been proved for a simplified Mastermind game 17].
The following #P-complete problems will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
MONOTONE-#2SAT. Given a set U of variables and a set c of clauses, with each C e cff containing exactly two variables from U, determine the number oftruth assignments on U such that each clause C in cg contains at least one TRUE variable. ONE-IN-THRFE-#SAT. Given (U, qq) as in One-in-three-SAT, determine the number of solutions to (U, NOT-ALL-EQUAL-#SAT. Given (U, ctf) as in Not-all-equal-SAT, determine the number of solutions to (U, ).
Monotone-#2SAT has been shown in [28] to be #P-complete. We first establish the #P-completeness of One-in-three-#SAT and Not-all-equal-#SAT. We note that a counting problem is not a decision problem and hence the polynomial-time many-one reductions are not necessarily applicable to them. Instead, the polynomial-time Turing reductions are usually used to prove the #P-completeness results, although the notion of many-one reductions preserving the number ofsolutions (or, parsimonious reductions) does provide a stronger definition of #P-completeness (cf. [8] ). In this section, we refer to #P-completeness as the one with respect to the polynomial-time Turing reductions. LEMMA 1. One-in-three-#SAT is #P-complete.
Proof The fact that One-in-three-#SAT is in #P is clear. We show that Monotone-#2SAT is polynomial-time Turing reducible to One-in-three-#SAT.
Let an instance (U, ctf) of Monotone-#2SAT be given, where U {Xl, We then extend t' into truth assignments on V such that t'(y), t'(y2), t'(y3) are not all equal. There are six such extensions. It is obvious that each of these extensions is a solution of (V, ). Next, for each of such extensions t", define t"(w) to be the negation of t"(w) for all w V. We get six more truth assignments which are solutions of (V, ).
(For the problem Not-all-equal-SAT, the negation of any solution is itself a solution.) We note that all these assignments are distinct. Furthermore, two distinct solutions t and t2 of (U, qf) define two disjoint sets of solutions of (V, ). To see this, if a solution t'{ of (V, ) derived from t is equal to a solution t of (V, ) derived from t2, then t(z) t2(z). Hence, either t t'{Iv MODEL Ac, k > AND MODEL C. In 2, it is proved that if k > then One-inthree-SAT is polynomial-time (many-one) reducible to Consistency-Ak (and to Consistency-C). A close inspection of the reduction shows that the reduction actually preserves the number of solutions of the two problems. Thus, it also serves as a reduction from One-in-three-#SAT to Counting-Ak (and to Counting-C).
MODEL B. The polynomial-time (many-one) reduction from Not-all-equal-SAT to Consistency-B, as proved in 2, also preserves the number of solutions. Thus, it also serves as a reduction from Not-all-equal-#SAT to Counting-B. We will call a set Q of queries determinant for Model X (with respect to size n) if the above problem Determinacy-X has an affirmative answer for input (n, Q). It is easy to see that for any model X, the problem Determinacy-X is in co-NP. We show, in this section, that most of them are actually co-NP-complete. Our main tools are the NP-complete problems One-in-three-SAT and Not-all-equal-SAT. Their precise definitions were given in 2.
MODEL A1. We give, in the following, a simple characterization of determinant sets Q of queries for Model A l. This characterization provides a polynomial-time algorithm for Determinacy-A l. LEMMA 4. A set Q is determinant for Model A1 with respect to size n if and only if for every 1, n, the singleton set { } is in Q. Proof The backward direction is obvious, because the set { } distinguishes between two sets Sl and $2 whenever $1 $2.
For the forward direction, we consider two sets S1 { 1, n } and $2 S { }.
Then, the only set T that can distinguish between S1 and $2 is T {i} so that ANSs,(T) and ANSs2(T) 0.
MODFL B. We show that Not-all-equal-SAT is polynomial-time reducible to the complement of Determinacy-B, and hence Determinacy-B is co-NP-complete.
Let an instance (U, off) of Not-all-equal-SAT be given, where U {xl, xp}, ,p}.
(Note that for each j, there are exactly (p 2) TZk'S; however, the total number of T,k'S in Q varies, depending on the set .) Assume that is a truth assignment on U such that for every j l, Proof of (v because the answering functions for both models behave exactly the same on queries ofsize _-< 4. In the above, for the problem Determinacy-C, we have actually shown a reduction from One-in-three-SAT to the complement of the following special case of Determinacy-C. DETERMINACY-C4. Given an integer n and a set Q of queries each of size _-< 4, determine whether Q is determinant for Model C with respect to size n.
From the above discussion, this problem is also a special case for Model A. So, it also proves that Determinacy-A is co-NP-complete. While the complexity for the above three problems has been characterized precisely for most models considered, we have left many more questions open. To name the most important ones, we consider the following two problems concerned with the minimization of the heights of decision trees in the generalized form.
MINIMUM TEST PROBLEM. Given a domain D, a query history H and an integer k, determine whether there is a decision tree of height _-< k such that each path of the decision tree uniquely determines an object in the solution space associated with the query history H.
MINIMUM NONADAPTIVE TEST PROBLEM. Given a domain D, a query history H and an integer k, determine whether there is a set Q of k queries such that each set of answers to the queries in Q uniquely determines an object in the solution space associated with the query history H.
In the above, the minimum test problem is the generalization of the basic shortest decision tree problem we discussed in 1, and the minimum nonadaptive test problem is the corresponding problem for the nonadaptive case. It is not hard to see that for models considered in this paper, the minimum nonadaptive test problems are in Z, and the minimum test problems are in PSPACE, where Z is the class oflanguages recognized by nondeterministic oracle Turing machines in polynomial time relative to oracle sets in NP [8] , and PSPACE is the class of languages recognized by deterministic Turing machines in polynomial space [8] . Furthermore, the proofs of the NP-completeness of the consistency problems can easily be modified to show the NP-hardness ofthe minimum nonadaptive test problems and the minimum test problems for the same models. In view of the difficulty of getting optimal algorithms for these problems even for simple initial solution spaces and the complex structure of general solution spaces, we conjecture that the minimum nonadaptive test problems for most models are Z-complete and the minimum test problem for most models are PSPACE-complete.
Other interesting questions include the following:
(1) Instead of the query history, we may use different representations for a solution space, for example, by listing its elements explicitly. What are the effects ofthese different representations of solution spaces on the computational complexity of the questions considered here?
(2) Do these NP-hardness results hold for the group testing problems with respect to the average-case complexity?
(3) Can we prove completeness results for other searching problems which involve the minimization of the heights of decision trees?
